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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The majority of the research done by the author over the course of his graduate
studies has focused on the safe, practical, and efficient use of ultrashort pulse laser
technology in space including ablative propulsion. Space is chosen as the desired
environment of operation due to certain advantages that are gained in regard to laser
technology use. For example, energy transmission in space is an attractive idea due to the
advantages gained by the nature of the quantum processes involved in the ordering of the
transmitted energy. The quantum process of stimulated emission radiation allows for the
photons produced to be ordered in the lowest order Gaussian TEM00 which can propagate
over long distances while still maintaining beam quality. Space provides not only a near
ideal environment for maximizing propagation efficiency of this structured energy, but a
necessary one as well. Due to the lack of atmosphere containing different molecules, the
energy is free to propagate with minimal dispersion and other interferences. This is
especially important when dealing with the delicate nature of ultrashort optical pulses
which collapse on themselves and self-focus if propagation over distances on the order of
meters takes place in atmosphere.
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Space not only provides a near ideal environment for laser operation, but it also is
a current and relevant area of research and exploration. New initiatives to advance space
based technologies for human exploration of the solar system and beyond are being
pursued by government organizations such as NASA and private industry alike. Within
the last year, organizations such as Planetary Resources have been established whose aim
is to characterize and utilize the resources available in the asteroid belt. Planetary
Resources and other organizations like them are made up of engineers, project managers,
and entrepreneurs all with experience in the space industry and exploration strategies.
Another goal of these efforts includes helping to push forward the next generation of
ideas and technologies needed for human exploration and habitation of space.
The advantages of a more active presence in the asteroid belt, or deeper in our
solar system, was highlighted when a meteorite survived the entry through Earth's
atmosphere and crash landed near Chelyabinsk, Russia on February 15, 2013. A greater
characterization and mapping of the asteroid belt could provide more accurate advanced
warnings of future asteroid impacts with Earth. There are many applications of laserbased ultrashort pulse transmission in deep space that would help to achieve these types
of forward-looking missions.
For example, in order to have a more effective presence in the asteroid belt and
further into the solar system, more substantial and long term missions are required. Long
term manned or unmanned missions into deep space will benefit from the establishment
of an energy distribution system capable of generating and distributing power as needed.
As traditional methods of energy creation and distribution, like the terrestrial power grid,
are not feasible solutions for initial explorations, new and innovative solutions are
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needed. Described below are the results of a research effort to characterize the best
utilization of ultrashort pulse laser based technology for energy distribution as well as
new propulsion technologies for the advancement of space technology. This research also
aims to begin to analyze different areas of optical, electrical, and even controls
engineering to determine the plausibility of the proposed ultrashort pulse energy
transmission system in space.
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CHAPTER II

ENERGY DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR SPACE

The Laser Science and Engineering Group (LSEG) at the University of Alabama
in Huntsville has developed a computational model that employs quantum energy as a
means for energy distribution in space. Utilizing an innovative satellite configuration,
energy can be distributed anywhere, anytime in the near-planet space of its operation.
Like many spacecrafts and satellites, this energy infrastructure takes advantage of energy
from the sun. This free and available energy can be collected and transmitted to receiving
spacecrafts and assets in space through the use of lasers operating in the lowest order
Gaussian mode of the optical field.
This method of delivering power in space also involves the transmission of
ultrashort optical pulses in the TEM00 fundamental mode. The ultrashort pulses that are
sent in the fundamental mode are used to cause ablation at the receiving spacecraft as a
means to create thrust. This fundamental mode of propagation appears to be the most
favorable choice for energy transmission in space due to its efficient transfer of optical
energy of high intensities. Also, energy propagating through space in the fundamental
TEM00 mode can travel megameter distances and still maintain beam quality.
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Figure 1: In this case, the space energy infrastructure shown around Earth consists of eight satellites in two
approximately orthogonal planes. The normal vectors to the orbital planes are approximately 90 degrees.
The algorithm derived by the LSEG identifies the smallest orbital radius that guarantees the ability to
deliver energy anytime, anywhere in near-Earth space. The space within the white cone represents the
range in which a single satellite can deliver power. The white rings represent the two orthogonal orbital
paths in the system. The satellites are not drawn to scale while the Earth and the orbital distances are to
scale.

The algorithm developed by the members of the LSEG gives the minimum
required orbital height in order for the satellites of the configuration to be able to transmit
energy anytime, anywhere to the surface and in the near-surface space of a planet.
Minimizing the orbital radius is an important goal as the distance of the satellites to the
planet and each other will determine the size of the optics needed for efficient
transmission. Minimizing the size of the optics on board a satellite or spacecraft helps to
minimize weight and therefore, cost.
The simple case of two orthogonal, circular, and sun-synchronous orbits was
initially desired so that each satellite would be able to constantly collect energy from the
sun for power transmission. The algorithm developed for this satellite configuration will
work for any regularly spherical planet that is both orbiting a star and has a uniform
5

gravitational field. The equation describing the minimum orbital radius is a function of
the radius of the planet being orbited and the desired number of satellites.
Ro  2 

Rp
 
cos 

 Ns 

(Eq. 1)

where Ro is the orbital radius, Rp is the radius of the planet, and Ns is the desired number
of satellites per orbit. The satellite system at the calculated orbital radius will ensure
complete coverage of the near-planet space no matter the location of the satellites in their
respective orbits.
In this research, it is assumed that all transmitting and receiving spacecraft are in
communication and working in cooperation in order to most effectively and efficiently
deliver energy through space. Cooperation between satellites and spacecraft not only
eases tracking requirements as the spacecraft will know the location of the other
transmission participant, but also seems necessary for the most safe and efficient
transmission of ultrashort pulse energy.
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CHAPTER III

ABLATIVE PROPULSION CHARACTERIZATION FOR CURRENT
TECHNOLOGY

Ablation is a well understood process and much research has gone into studying
its efficiency and ability to generate thrust. Work on this topic has even been done by
researchers at the University of Alabama in Huntsville [1]. The unique features of
ablative propulsion are accessed through the ability to focus optical energy in a small area
and compress the temporal profile of the pulse. This compression in time is what
generates the high peak intensities of ultrashort pulse lasers. As power is in units of J/sec,
the shorter the temporal profile of the ultrashort pulse, the higher the peak power.
A standard ablation event occurs when an ultrashort pulse of sufficiently high
laser fluency is incident on a target material. The highly energetic pulse breaks the atomic
bonds at the ablation site of the target material creating a loose mixture of electrons and
nuclei. This atomic material is ejected from the surface first, followed by the ablated
target material. The difference in the ejection speeds of the material groups is due to the
photomechanical effect that takes place during ablation. Pulses with higher fluencies
cause faster material ejection from the surface but remove less material from the target.
This does not allow for maximum momentum change to occur at the target [2].
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The change in momentum that causes maximum thrust for spacecraft in the near
vacuum of space is dependent on the laser fluency, pulse width, and pulse energy.
Research has shown the momentum change introduced by an ultrashort pulse changes
with laser fluency. These peak momentum changes occur at different laser fluencies
depending on the target material. Momentum actually drops for smaller pulse widths, i.e.
~ 100-300 femtoseconds, but increases as the pulses expand in time [2,3]. It is noticed
that the momentum of the target is fairly constant for pulses larger than ~2 picoseconds
however. It is also seen that higher pulse energies result in higher momentum changes to
the target [2].
Ablation taking place in a vacuum has the tightest grouping of the ejected
material as well as the fastest clearing times of the plumes [4]. This is important to note
in regards to ablative propulsion as the spacing of the incoming pulses will need to be
such that the interference of the ejected material and the subsequent pulses is minimized.
Although terrestrial efforts have been made to utilize the thrust caused by
ablation, e.g. the Lightcraft vehicle, an ablation driven propulsion system for operation in
space has yet to be fully developed [5].

3.1

Material Propellants for Maximum Thrust
The effectiveness of thrust generation for ablative propulsion not only depends on

the environment in which ablation takes place, but also the material that is ablated. In the
case of ablative propulsion, this material is the propellant. Highly energetic materials that
maximize thrust generation potential from ultrashort pulses can be used as this propellant.
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To maximize the efficiency of the conversion from optical energy into thrust, a
propellant material should be chosen that provides the most energetic reaction. This can
be achieved through energetic polymers of differing viscosities as well as multi-layered
materials. Energetic polymers have been tested and developed for maximizing the thrust
gained from ablation. Doping the polymers with nanoparticles that absorb the ultrashort
pulse laser light increases the efficiency of generating thrust [6]. The viscosity of the
polymer is another important factor for increasing the specific impulse of an ablation
event. Research has shown that lower viscosity and saturation levels result in a splashing
behavior of the target material. Splashing occurs when the target material of the ablation
process is not viscous enough to create the plumes of ejected material and instead
releases the material in droplet form. Much of the specific impulse is lost when splashing
takes place due to the inefficient transfer of optical to kinetic energy [6,7]. Splashing also
increases the possibility of the released material interfering with following pulses or even
the surrounding optics of the ablation engine.
Research has also shown that the thickness of the target ablation material is an
important factor for maximizing thrust potential. Decreasing the thickness of the polymer
film allows for the more efficient distribution of heat across the material [8]. This
strategy minimizes mechanical and thermal damage to the target which allows for the
most efficient use of the propulsive material. To obtain higher specific impulses, it is also
necessary to decrease the size of the ablation area. This is due to the proportional
relationship between the area of ablation to the laser energy used to ionize the propellant.
The energy used for the ionization and phase transformation of the propellant does not
contribute to the overall momentum of the ablation event [8].
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Another technique for achieving high specific impulse from ablation is the use of
dual-layered materials. Dual-layered materials produce larger forces acting on the target
from the ablation process than a simple single layer material [9]. The first layer is made
to be optically transparent so the laser pulses pass through and ablates the material in the
second layer. The first layer then confines the plume from the ablation event before
quickly rupturing and releasing the ejected material. This enhances the thrust gained by
ablation through the funnel-like effect the first layer provides. Instead of the ejected
material being released in a uniform plume, it is focused into a narrow jet of material
which produces greater thrust from ablation.
The dual-layer approach to increasing the efficiency of the ablation based
propulsion engine can be further increased by carefully choosing the viscosity of the
covering layer, as mentioned earlier. Gel type confining layers have shown to be effective
in maximizing thrust capabilities due to ablation. A solid glass material used as the
confinement layer introduces higher energy dissipation due to increased reflectivity than
a gel layer. The more rigid structure of a solid material also does not allow for maximum
efficiency in directing the ejected material. However the gel layer of lower viscosity
ruptures more easily. This produces the nozzle-like effect for guiding the ejected material
as mentioned above [10]. The characteristics of ablation on different materials such as
these must be considered in order for the most efficient and effective propulsion to take
place.
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3.2

Laser System Requirements
The space-based laser system must be able to produce ultrashort optical pulses on

the order of picoseconds to femtoseconds of sufficient pulse energy to cause ablation.
The laser system must also be able to generate lowest order Gaussian TEM00 beam with
good beam quality. Size is also an issue as there is a limited amount of space on board
spacecraft to house a laser system. This requires that the laser system be as compact as
possible, minimizing size and weight issues for spacecraft.
Chemical lasers provide highly energetic optical beams but are very large and
costly to operate. Both of these factors limit the practicality of chemical laser systems for
use in long term deep space missions. A solid-state laser system is a more favorable
candidate for generating ultrashort pulses for ablation in space. Solid-state laser systems
are smaller and require lower operational powers than chemically driven laser systems. In
particular, fiber laser systems are compact in size and are now capable of achieving
useful ultrashort pulse energies.
Normally, fibers cause degradation of ultrashort pulses due to nonlinear effects
caused by long fiber length and small mode-field diameters. In order to counteract these
affects, fibers can be shortened in length and increased in diameter. However these
adjustments, especially the latter, create issues. The expanding of the diameter increases
the number of optical modes in which the light travels through the fiber. This decreases
the beam quality and eliminates the opportunity for transmission in the fundamental
transverse TEM00 mode. A smaller core diameter is desired for operation in this lowest
order mode; however the reduced size limits the amount of energy the fiber can
efficiently contain due to the above mentioned nonlinear effects [11].
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Techniques such as micro-structuring the fiber core and utilizing the rod-type
fiber design have been developed in order to reduce the nonlinear effects of fibers. The
fiber itself can also be doped with the proper elements to become a gain medium through
which the light can propagate. These techniques promote a larger core diameter for the
transmission of higher energy pulses while cancelling out unwanted mode operations in
the larger core. This results in a large-core, single mode fiber capable of delivering highintensity, ultrashort optical pulses for ablation [11,12].
These fibers have been combined with strategies such as chirped pulse
amplification (CPA) to produce efficient, highly energetic pulsed laser systems. CPA
involves the stretching the temporal and spatial profiles of high energy ultrashort pulses
while being amplified as to not damage the optical equipment in the laser system.
Femtosecond laser pulses in fiber lasers have been achieved with peak powers in the
gigawatt range using these techniques [12]. Due to the compact size, high power, and
ultrashort pulse capabilities, fiber lasers are a possible means of creating the needed
pulses for the ablation driven engine.
Another technique of producing high average power as well as high peak
intensities needed for ablation is a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) laser design
[13]. The MOPA can seed multiple smaller ultrashort pulse amplifiers which can then act
as the array of laser sources for a multiplexing strategy to be discussed.
The stability advantages of frequency comb lasers can also be utilized in the laser
system. Frequency comb lasers provide the extreme precision in pulse timing that the
control system governing the pulse transmission system will need.
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CHAPTER IV

ABLATIVE PROPULSION ENGINE CONCEPT

A recent focus in the space industry has been on developing new space-based
propulsion engine designs. For example, strong emphasis has been placed on micropropulsion for future NASA missions. The “NASA Space Technology Roadmaps and
Priorities” gives micro-propulsion a high priority score as a potential solution to meet
current technological challenges [14]. On the topic of micro-propulsion, the “NASA
Space Technology Roadmaps and Priorities” report says, “The benefits of developing
micro-propulsion concepts are not confined to small satellites, to NASA, or to the
aerospace industry. For instance, micro-propulsion could be used by larger satellites for
missions requiring accurate thrust delivery to counteract orbital perturbations …. They
could also be used for precise formation flying of spacecraft clusters or as modular
distributed propulsion for the control of large space structures” [14].
By utilizing the advantages from transmission of energy in quantum states, new
approaches to micro-propulsion can be developed through ablative propulsion. A single
ablation event is an effective way to create thrust with near unit efficiency. To increase
the thrust acting on the spacecraft to useful levels, larger or multiple ablation events need
to take place. However simply increasing the size and power of a single transmitting laser
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does not offer much thrust control and introduces thermal issues. Another option is to
implement an array of laser sources causing ablation over a desired area. This can be
done using an array of smaller, pulsed laser sources, possibly from a MOPA laser system
as mentioned above, that are transmitted together in a TEM00 fundamental mode beam. A
novel set of optics will be required to transmit and receive the beamed energy for
propulsion. For example, a specific set of optics on-board the spacecraft must relay the
multiple pulses to a large transmitting mirror. A receiving mirror is placed on the
spacecraft needing propulsion which will collect the incoming optical energy. The
transmitted pulses are then refocused and distributed to the desired locations on the
propellant material to create the propulsive thrust. The ablation array strategy will allow
greater thrust control as each pulse sent to an individual site can be created to impart a
specific amount of thrust on the spacecraft.

Figure 2: Diagram showing the basic concept of the distributed ablation array for greater control over thrust
and flight dynamics.
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4.1

Safety and Cooperation in Energy Transmission
By using an array of laser sources, the pulses can be delivered to the same

receiving spacecraft while separated in both time and space, which increase safety during
transmission. Interweaving separate pulse trains created by individual laser sources
creates a series of optical pulses that are delivered to the target in rapid succession. The
pulses are expanded in time and space during transmission through pulse stretching,
similar to CPA. The result is a lower average intensity of the transmission beam during
delivery compared to the individual pulses. This technique increases the safety of the
delivery process by lowering the intensity of the transmission beam, i.e. increasing the
area, and removing the capability to cause ablation.
This strategy also makes cooperation between the transmitting and receiving
spacecraft a necessity. In order for the receiving spacecraft to successfully collect and use
the transmitted ultrashort pulses, communication between the transmitting and receiving
spacecraft must have taken place. The receiving spacecraft must know when and where
the expanded pulses are coming as well as the position of the transmitting spacecraft in
order to optimally convert the transmitted optical pulses into propulsive thrust. Much like
cooperation is required for unlocking the ablative potential of the transmitted ultrashort
pulses, cooperation and communication between the satellites is needed to establish a
positional lock. Information must be openly and continuously transmitted to all parties
involved in the energy beaming process. Additionally, all desired energy transmissions
can be required to receive verification and allowance by an overseeing international
organization much like the Laser Clearing House at Vandenberg Air Force Base does for
NASA.
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4.2

Positional Tracking/Lock
Before the multiplexed pulses can be safely transmitted, a positional lock must be

made between both the sending and receiving spacecrafts. A low power tracking beam
can be sent out to verify the location of the satellites and align the necessary optical and
electrical components to receive the incoming pulses. Early research suggested a retroreflective beam lock strategy be used to achieve the positional lock. This technique is
effective for short distances where the fast propagation time of the beam between the
spacecrafts is nearly negligible in regards to the time to establish a positional lock. For
long transmission distances however, this is not the case. As an example, at a
transmission distance of one megameter light will take approximately 3 milliseconds to
propagate. During that time, satellites in low-Earth orbit with velocities around 7500 m/s
can travel roughly twenty five meters. The position locking beam will need to lead the
receiving spacecraft by the necessary amount for successful transmission of the beamed
energy for propulsion. This also means in the time it takes the transmitting spacecraft to
send the weak positioning beam and receive positional data back, the sending spacecraft
itself will have moved on the order of tens of meters.
As a solution we propose an intelligent beam lock system to account for
propagation times of the energy and provide look-ahead pointing capabilities. Radio
contact can be utilized to continually transmit location information between the
cooperating satellites. In addition, an initial diverging tracking beam can be sent for
establishing a loose position lock. With sensors on board the receiving spacecraft, the
accuracy of the initial beam can be determined. The control system can then calculate the
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needed pointing corrections and transmitted them back to the sending spacecraft until a
fully accurate position and beam lock is formed.
High precision in pointing accuracy is required as well. For a receiving optic with
a radius on the order of meters, transmitting beamed energy over megameter long
distances will require a minimum pointing accuracy on the order of milliradians.
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CHAPTER V

ULTRASHORT PULSE MULTIPLEXING CONCEPT

In order to combine pulses from an array of laser sources and transmit them
together along the same optical axis as a TEM00 beam, an ultrashort pulse multiplexing
strategy is needed. Multiplexing ultrashort pulses not only seems useful for gaining
greater control over flight dynamics and easing system requirements, it appears necessary
for reaching power levels high enough for generating useful amounts of thrust. Current
state of the art ultrashort pulsed laser systems do not reach average powers high enough
individually for a variety of useful space-based missions. These laser systems reach
average powers up to approximately one kilowatt on their own [13,15]. Achieving
demanding laser system requirements like millijoule pulse energies, lowest order
Gaussian mode beam profiles, picosecond to femtosecond pulse durations, and high
average powers is physically stressing [15]. All of these requirements are needed
however if useful levels of thrust are to be generated by ultrashort pulse beam
transmission in space.
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5.1

Multiplexing Optical Switch
One of the most important elements needed for this multiplexing strategy is a

modulating switch to combine the laser sources along a common optical axis to achieve
useful amounts of energy. An example of the importance of a multiplexing switch can be
seen in terrestrial fiber communication networks. Just as a higher modulation of light
increases the amount of data that can be transmitted, a higher modulation of the ultrashort
pulses increases the total average power sent between spacecrafts.
The modulation of these energetic ultrashort pulses is significantly more difficult
however, as the pulses have a much higher energy. The multiplexing device for the
proposed system must combine and direct the pulses from an array of laser sources. One
way of accomplishing this is by rotating an off-axis parabolic mirror (OAP) about its
local axis. If a point source is placed at the effective focal length of a parabolic reflector,
a good quality collimated beam will be produced. By moving the reflector off the optical
axis, the source can be placed on axis while the collimated beam propagates unblocked
by the source. To verify this concept, a ray-trace simulation of a rotating OAP was done
with Code V [16].
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Figure 3: Four images showing a single collimated beam being reflected to four different locations
depending on the rotational position of the OAP. The focal points form a circular pattern around the
collimated beam when the OAP is fully rotated. The images above are technical ray-traces done with Code
V, an optical system simulation program.

This shows that a point source placed at any point along the circular pattern traced
out by the OAP will produce a well collimated beam. However this is only true if the
OAP is in the correct angular and rotational position to reflect the light. There are other
limiting issues with this particular optical switch design as well. The largest problem lies
with the rotation of the OAP due to its size and asymmetric weight distribution. In order
to transmit beamed energy over megameter distances in space, a large transmitting optic
is required.
The diameter of the reflector can be determined using Gaussian equations
describing beam propagation as well as taking into account beam diffraction to maximize
transmitted intensity. The desired transmission distance will be twice what is known as
the Rayleigh Range “zR” which describes the distance a beam can be considered
collimated. Knowing this, the maximum beam radius “wm” for the collimated
transmission beam can be calculated using
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wm 

2  zR  



(Eq. 2)

where “λ” is the wavelength.
In order to collect and transmit maximum intensity, the transmitting aperture must
be sufficiently large as to not clip the power at the edge of the Gaussian beam. Even
though only a small amount of power will be lost, this causes diffraction effects in the
near and far fields that create ripples in the intensity profile and degrades overall beam
quality. It has been found that in order to transmit ~100% of the intensity and minimize
rippling to ±1%, the aperture diameter “d” must be [17]:
d4.6wm

(Eq. 3)

This diameter will collect the maximum amount of energy from the transmission
beam. The diameter of the reflector can be reduced to minimize the size of the optics, but
the total energy transmission will be reduced. For example, an aperture diameter of
d = 3.14wm

(Eq. 4)

will collect ~ 99% of the total beam. While this slightly reduces transmission efficiency,
it has a significant effect on the size of the transmission reflector. The actual size of this
reflector will be dependent on transmission distances for the system and the required
transmission efficiency. All transmission optic diameters presented are calculated
assuming identical systems on both the transmitting and receiving spacecraft, i.e. equal
diameters for the transmitting and receiving apertures.
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Figure 4: Shows the transmission distance as a function of aperture diameter calculated using d = 4.6wm
and d = 3.14wm. By reducing the size of the transmission optic, the energy can be transmitted over
significantly longer distances at the cost of ~ 1% total energy.

Due to the size requirements on the transmitting reflector, mechanically rotating
the large OAP to collect beams from the different sources becomes impractical. Also, the
OAP will not have cylindrical symmetry or be symmetrically weighted. This makes
rotating a large reflector even more demanding. Additionally, this strategy includes the
constraining of the laser sources in a circular pattern around the multiplexed output beam
and limits the possible number and orientation of the laser sources. Despite these flaws,
the principles described above do serve as a basis for another more plausible optical
switch concept.
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5.2

Momentum Wheel Optical Switch
To avoid rotating an OAP for producing a multiplexed transmission beam useful

for creating ablative thrust, a smaller, more agile switch is needed. A proposed solution
involves the utilization of a reflecting, multi-faceted momentum wheel operating at high
revolution speeds to act as the switching mechanism. Multiple reflectors can be placed on
the face of the momentum wheel near the outer edges to allow for both the maximum
amount of reflectors per area and the fastest switching speeds. Each reflector will be a flat
with a different orientation as it will only transmit pulses from a specific laser source.
Each laser source will have a corresponding reflector on the momentum wheel switch
with the needed angular orientation to reflect the incoming pulses along a common
optical path. This concept takes advantage of the well understood characteristics of a
momentum wheel while adding the fast switching capabilities needed for ultrashort pulse
multiplexing.

C
A

B
Polished regions at a variety of angles,
but configured to leave wheel with
maximum cylindrical symmetry

Figure 5: A diagram showing the concept of the momentum wheel optical switch. As the momentum wheel
rotates, each reflector will direct pulses from a corresponding laser source along a common path to the
transmitting OAP. A) Front view. B) Angled view. C) Side view. The red reflector indicates the orientation
of the momentum wheel.
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Maximizing cylindrical symmetry will be critical so the momentum wheel rotates
in a predictable manner. Even though the differently oriented reflectors on the
momentum wheel optical switch may cause slight asymmetries in weight distribution,
this can be managed and more easily manufactured compared to a large rotating OAP.
These weighting asymmetries will cause precessional rotations which also need to be
tested for and taken into account.
The rotational speed of the momentum wheel optical switch will depend on
certain system parameters. These include the number of laser sources, the pulse energies
of the laser system, the average power of the beamed energy, size of the momentum
wheel, etc. The number of reflectors on the momentum wheel will depend on the total
number of laser sources in the system as the reflectors correspond to individual sources
for multiplexing. Also, if a higher number of laser sources with lower pulses energies are
required for this system, then higher rotational speeds will be needed. This effectively
increases the repetition rate of the multiplexed beam as to reach average power levels
sufficient for generating ablative thrust.
There are some limiting factors for the switching speeds that control the repetition
rate of the multiplexed beam. These are determined by the ablation process itself as well
as optimizing the timing of the ablation events for maximum thrust generation. Ablation
causes ionized particles and nanoparticles to eject from the surface of the ablated material
in an opaque plume. If the ablative pulses are ordered too closely together in time, this
plume will interfere with the following pulses. If an ultrashort pulse has to pass through
an opaque plume before reaching the ablation material, the pulse will be disrupted and
not cause maximum ablative thrust. In order to avoid this, the pulse spacing must be such
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that the plumes of ejected material are sufficiently dissipated so the subsequent pulses
can most effectively ablate the desired material. On average, these plumes become
optically transparent after approximately 5 µs [18]. Generating thrust by ablation in space
also gives advantage in this area as the ablative plumes have the shortest lifetimes in a
near-vacuum environment. The time for the plume to become optically transparent will
determine the repetition rate of the multiplexed beam and the rotational speed of the
momentum wheel switch.

Figure 6: Simplistic diagram showing the ultrashort pulse multiplexing progression using rotating
momentum wheel optical switch. The pulses are combined onto a common optical axis with the combined
average power of the individual laser sources.
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Figure 7: Plot showing the required RPM's versus the number of reflectors on the momentum wheel optical
switch. The different lines represent pulse spacings of 10μs, 20μs, and 50μs.

The combining of multiples beams to generate a single, higher power, good
quality beam is a current area of research being developed using different methods, such
as diffractive optics [19]. Although there has been success in these efforts, there is some
error introduced by combining the beams. Likewise, the accuracy of the momentum
wheel optical switch in multiplexing the different beams will need to be fully
characterized. Unlike terrestrial multiplexing devices utilizing optical fiber, the energy
propagated during transmission in near-Earth space is not confined in a guiding medium.
Although this allows higher energies to be sent, the effectiveness in transmitting the
combined energy is more sensitive to accuracy in multiplexing, pointing accuracy, and
propagation distances.
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One advantage gained in terms of accurately multiplexing the pulses from
different laser sources along a single optical axis comes from the Optical Invariant. Due
to the technique of expanding the pulses before transmission, initial angular divergence is
suppressed. The Optical Invariant states:
H  h  q  n  h ' q ' n '

(Eq. 5)

where "H" is the Optical Invariant, "h" is initial image height, "q" is the initial paraxial
ray angle, "n" is the refractive index of the initial medium, " h' " is final image height, " q'
" is the final paraxial ray angle, and " n' " is the refractive index of the final medium.
Here "n" and " n' " are both equivalent due to the reflective system. Solving for the final
paraxial ray angle " q' " yields:
h
q'  q  
 h'

(Eq. 6)

which is the same as:
 1
q'  q 
M
 ang





(Eq. 7)

Here Mang is the angular magnification. The ultrashort pulse beam initially is
small, usually on the order of centimetres. After expansion the beam width becomes
larger, on the order of a meter. This expansion will help suppress small angular
deviations from the intended optical axis by a factor of (1/Mang).
One issue that will need to be considered is the reflection angle error introduced
by the rotating motion of momentum wheel optical switch. Because each reflector will
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have a slightly different angular orientation, as the wheel sweeps through its rotation the
incoming beam will be reflected over a certain angular range. This range of angular error
will need to be minimized for each reflector in order to effectively combining the sources
into a single output beam. The degree to which the reflected beam is not perfectly
directed depends on the geometry and optical path lengths of the system as well as the
angular orientation of the reflectors. The more extreme the angle of the reflectors on the
momentum wheel optical switch, the stronger the possible beam deviation will be.
The angle at which the reflector directs the incoming beam depends on the
rotational position of the momentum wheel. This makes the timing of the pulse on the
reflector important to multiplexing accuracy. The pulse timing can be adjusted to account
for the rotational position of the momentum wheel optical switch. The ability to precisely
time the pulses on the center of their corresponding reflectors will help to minimize this
reflection error and better combine the source beams. An advantage in this area is the
ultrashort temporal profile of the pulses. Even relative to the high tip speeds of a rotating
momentum wheel, the wheel will not move very far during the reflection time of a single
pulse. This means the individual pulses will experience little angular reflection error
while being combined.
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CHAPTER VI

CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYSIS

The control algorithms used for governing aspects of the proposed ultrashort
pulse transmission system require extreme precision and fast response times to input
commands. Compensation for disturbances outside of the expected system behavior also
must be considered as with any control design, but is especially important given the
precision that must be maintained. For example, if a momentum wheel strategy was used
for multiplexing ultrashort pulses, the precision of the angular position of the momentum
wheel would need to be good enough so that the incoming pulses would reflect off the
desired reflector and not strike the momentum wheel itself or another reflector. This
would cause potential damage to the momentum wheel or other components in the
satellite. Therefore, the command tracking error must be within an acceptable range
where the pulses still all reflect off of their corresponding reflectors. This error will
depend on the size, angular velocity, and number of reflectors on the momentum wheel.

6.1

Sliding Mode Control
One control method known as Sliding Mode Control could serve as a viable

approach for maintaining system stability. Sliding Mode Control offers certain
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advantages such as adaptability with regard to disturbance, finite time convergence of the
system state variables and reduced order system dynamics [20]. The goal of any control
system is to provide a desired level of stability of system behavior in the presence of
disturbance or uncertainties. However, if the nature of the disturbances is not known, the
control algorithm may not be able to fully compensate for certain disturbances which will
lead the system to instability. This is why Sliding Mode Control techniques prove useful,
as the process for designing this type of controller only requires the knowledge of a
reasonable bound to the disturbance. This provides a means of controlling a given system
without knowing the exact behavior of the disturbance that may be experienced. Once the
Sliding Mode Control system is in place, the system state variables will be driven to zero
in finite time, despite the presence of disturbances within the bounded range. The
equations and figures in Appendix A represent the basic theory and behavior of Sliding
Mode control systems. Examples of desired parameter errors being driven to zero are
shown as well as the high frequency switching nature of the Sliding Mode controller.
High frequency switching, or chattering, is due to the control variable being dependent on
a "sign" function which flips the controller from positive values to negative values at the
speed of the system's sampling rate.
The response time of the Sliding Mode controller is another important aspect of
the system that must be considered. The response time of the controller to disturbance
will be dependent on the sampling time of the measurement instruments. The faster the
sampling time, the quicker the controller can act to make the needed adjustments. For
electrical systems utilizing Sliding Mode control, the response time to disturbances can
be on the order of tens of milliseconds [21]. The time it takes the system to reach full
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stability, i.e. the state variables approximately equal to zero, will depend on the design
strategy of the control engineer. For example, (Eq. A25) in Appendix A governs the time
it takes the system to reach this stability and is dependent on the variable "α" and the
initial conditions of the system. Usually, a Sliding Mode system can be designed to reach
stability in a few seconds. During this stabilization time, unamplified ultrashort pulses
will need to be sent into the system for fine tuning alignment of the optical elements. This
strategy involving the probing of the system with unamplified ultrashort pulses for
system characterization is discussed further in the next section.
These attributes highlight the robustness of the Sliding Mode controller. Sliding
Mode control can also be expanded in matrix form to stabilize larger, more complex
systems with many state variables. For example, the fully developed system comprising
the stabilization of the momentum wheel optical switch as well as adaptive systems
needed to maintain beam quality throughout transmission would require a much more
detailed control algorithm.

6.2

Sliding Mode Control Applications
One such adaptive element that would benefit from a Sliding Mode control

system is a deformable mirror. A deformable mirror would be useful in this system as a
means of correcting any wavefront errors due to aberrations induced by mechanical error
or thermal issues. Deformable mirrors are usually comprised of an array of electrodes
lying underneath a mirror surface that deform small segments of the mirror depending on
the voltage applied to each electrode [22,23]. The shape of the multiplexed wavefront can
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be determined through interferometric investigation which would define the needed
corrections the deformable mirror would have to provide. An agile and adaptive Sliding
Mode control system governing the application of the voltage to the deformable mirror
electrodes would be advantageous in producing a uniform Gaussian TEM00 wavefront for
transmission.
Initial research and simulation has already been done pertaining to this type of
strategy involving a Sliding Mode controlled deformable mirror used to correct time
varying aberrations. The system was shown to minimize total positioning error in the
deformable membrane to sub-nanometer accuracies and closely follow the command
voltage for each actuator. The error was driven to the sub-nanometer accuracies in the
presence of the time varying aberrations within a few seconds [24]. These results show
the usefulness of a Sliding Mode controller in compensating for unknown disturbances to
the wavefront created by the multiplexing technique described. Again, the speed at which
the system can respond to disturbances will depend on the sampling rate and the time
desired for establishing the alignment of the optical elements in the ultrashort pulse
probing process.
Another application for an adaptive control system is in the maintenance of
satellite positions, especially in regards to the energy delivering satellite configuration
previously described. Each satellite in such this configuration needs to be at the proper
orbital height and in the proper orbital location to ensure full coverage of a planet or
small exo-planet such as Ceres. A Sliding Mode control system is capable of
compensating for orbital drifts of individual satellites and ensuring they are in the correct
position in relation to the planet or exo-planet. An adaptive control system capable of
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overcoming disturbances is also key for precision pointing when transmitting energy over
long distances. A Sliding Mode controller would be helpful in accurately driving the
pointing optics depending on the received data from the receiving satellite when
establishing a positional lock. The response time to disturbances will play a role in the
total required time to establish the positional lock along with the processing speed of
transmitted location data, the propagation time associated with the transmission distance,
and the response time for the fast steering optics. The fast steering mirror response time
and processing times are on the order of milliseconds or less based on commercially
available products. As mentioned before, the propagation time of light over megameter
distances is also on the order of milliseconds and may become the largest time factor if
transmission over much longer distances is considered.
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CHAPTER VII

OPTICAL REQUIREMENTS AND TRANSMISSION SYSTEM

The OAP mentioned above is a necessary part of the optical system as it is needed
to produce a collimated beam in the lowest order Gaussian mode capable of propagating
megameter distances. The parabolic shape of the reflector is important as is creates the
least amount of optical aberration in the beam and therefore the best beam quality. While
a parabolic reflector is more difficult to manufacture than a spherical reflector, a spherical
mirror will introduce large amounts of spherical aberration and will compromise beam
quality during propagation.
An adaptive optical feedback control system will be needed. As mentioned
before, ultrashort pulses at lower energies can be used to probe and align the multiplexing
system as a whole. The ultrashort pulses give the ability to probe the system to produce
extremely fast and accurate data due to the speed and precision of the pulse. The
ultrashort pulse coherent light can be used for interferometric measurements of the
temporal and spatial alignment of the optical switch with regards to the laser sources. The
ultrashort pulses will be sufficiently fast to retrieve real-time accurate data about the
switch. The timing and position of the momentum wheel optical switch must be verified
before any higher power pulses are delivered to the transmitting optics. This optical
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verification system can test for any rotational precessions in the momentum wheel and
prepare the pulses to be sent for any predictable variation patterns. The deformable mirror
mentioned in Chapter VI would also be necessary for beam preparation.
The need for an adaptable mirror can be seen in Schlieren imaging techniques
where an unaberrated coherent light wavefront is used to measure and characterize
distortions due to heat, pressure waves, etc. Slight variations in the index of refraction of
the air in which the experiment takes place can be seen due to the subtle changes to the
wavefront of the coherent light. These types of experiments show the high level of
sensitivity to variations in coherent imaging systems. The distortion due to this sensitivity
can be minimized by the changing surface of the deformable mirror. The described
transmission system has some advantages in attenuating the amount of aberration to the
propagating wavefront. Again, the lack of atmosphere will minimize distortions due to
the heating of the propagation medium as there will be no air or air currents to affect.
Additionally, this strategy avoids focusing the pulses before ablation is intended to avoid
damaging optics. This will also help maintain full beam composition as large portions of
light cannot be easily blocked as is done in Schlieren experiments to stop the propagation
of aberrated sections of the beam. Even with the advantages from probing ultrashort
pulses, adapting mirrors, and the operational environment, this is a technically demanding
task which will require high response time sensors and adjustment controls.
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Figure 8: Conceptual diagram of interferometric analysis driving a Sliding Mode controlled deformable
mirror for wavefront correction.

Another important set of optical components for the transmission system are the
optics which add and remove chirp to the ultrashort pulses in CPA. The chirping of the
pulse can be achieved through use of optical gratings for spreading the frequency profile.
Another method for consideration is that of using chirped or double chirped mirrors.
Double chirped mirrors provide high reflectivity and are able to compensate for
dispersion as the ultrashort pulse propagates. These mirrors can also be made to work
over a broad spectral range [25].
There are multiple methods for managing the energetic pulses as they propagate
throughout the transmission system. If a chirp is applied, the beam width can be made
smaller as it propagates through the transmission system as pulses do not carry
significantly high enough instantaneous powers to cause damage to the optics in that
state. The beam can then be expanded for propagation, further reducing the average
intensity of the beam and minimizing the ablative potential during transmission. The
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receiving spacecraft can then remove the chirp making the pulses capable of ablation and
thrust generation only once they have been delivered. If the receiving spacecraft does not
have the capability to remove the chirp, the transmitting spacecraft can still deliver the
pulses with care taken not to damage any of the components in the system. This can be
done by keeping the beam width sufficiently large as to not reach ablation intensities
throughout the system.
An optical zooming system is also suggested for any focusing adjustments that
must be made for effective transmission and thrust generation by the ultrashort optical
pulses. Focusing the transmission beam may be needed in scenarios such as providing
thrust for micro-satellite systems or other receivers with different sized receiving optics
on board. An adjustable focus is also needed for beam divergence when spreading out the
light over a broad range for initial position locking between the transmitting and
receiving spacecraft. The effective focal length of the system can then be re-adjusted as
to be equal to the focal length of the transmission reflector so collimated light is
transmitted.
The last optic in the system must be a flat steering reflector. This will be needed
for fine adjustments in beam pointing and tracking. This last reflector will be a flat as to
not add any additional power and change the intended behaviour of the beam during
propagation. By having a steering flat, this also allows the collimating OAP to remain
stationary as to not affect the quality of the wavefront. As mentioned earlier, milliradian
accuracy is required for long distance transmission. A mechanically driven large steering
flat could be used, but this introduces mechanical vibration to the satellite. Weight also is
an issue if trying to rotate the steering flat as this can generate a large moment of inertia
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on the satellite which will have to be counteracted, dampened, or compensated by the
control system.
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CHAPTER VIII

RECEIVING SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

The receiving spacecraft must have the necessary equipment to analyze the
incoming tracking beam and establish position lock as well as collect the beamed energy
sent for propulsion. Sensors on the receiving spacecraft can relate the relative accuracy
back to the transmitting spacecraft which can then make the according adjustments
depending of satellite orbits and speeds. Guiding the tracking beam to a successful
position lock will be necessary before the higher power beamed energy for propulsive
thrust can be accurately delivered.
A similar optical system used to generate the multiplexed beam can be used in
reverse to collect the transmitted energy and guide it to its own de-multiplexing system.
An adjustable steering flat can be used to angle the transmitted energy to the stationary
OAP. The beamed energy must also be directed to distribute the thrust due to ablation to
the needed areas of the spacecraft. The chirping of the pulses also has to be considered at
the receiving spacecraft. In order to generate ablative thrust with chirped pulses, the chirp
must be removed at the receiving spacecraft to increase the pulses’ instantaneous power.
However, as with the transmitting system, care must be taken to not cause ablation or
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damage to the optical system. The optical system distributing the pulses must take into
account ultrashort pulse chirping and sufficiently large beam width to avoid this problem.
As a means to distribute the beamed energy, a de-multiplexing device can be used
to raster the incoming pulses over a predetermined ablation area. If a more advanced
distribution of the pulses is needed throughout the spacecraft, additional fast steering
mirrors can be used to direct pulse trains to the desired location on the spacecraft.
Separating the ablation events and the ablation areas throughout the spacecraft creates a
larger area affected by the thrust generated which allows for more precise control of
flight dynamics.

8.1

Receiving System De-multiplexing Simulation
An example of a de-multiplexing optical system is simulated in Code V and the

results are shown below. An incoming collimated beam is reflected by an off axis
parabola to a beam steering device. The steering reflector raster scans a grid pattern to
show the ability to direct pulses for ablative thrust control. The final de-multiplexing
system will have to ensure the beam waist is small enough to cause ablation for the given
pulse energy. As an average, the needed intensity for ablation can be taken at ~ 1J/cm2.
The actual needed intensity will be dependent on such characteristics as pulse duration,
pulse energy, and material being ablated.
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Figure 9: A), B), C), D), and E) show different moments in time when a receiving off-axis parabolic
reflector relays collimated light to a rotating steering flat that raster scans a grid pattern at the focal plane.

8.2

Liquid Crystal Beam Steering
Beam steering strategies are required both in receiving and transmitting

spacecraft. Traditional beam steering relies on mechanically moving mirrors to redirect
laser energy as needed. However high frequency positional switching can cause
unwanted mechanical vibration on a satellite. This is why the consistently rotating
momentum wheel optical switch is proposed, as it uses well known technology and
adapts it for optical multiplexing. For lower power, or perhaps smaller scale optical
steering requirements, liquid crystal based phase modulating devices can be used. Liquid
crystal beam steering instruments area electrically controlled and stationary so no
mechanical motion is generated. The voltage required to operate liquid crystal devices is
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also relatively low and comparable to CMOS voltages. Additionally, liquid crystal beam
steering can provide highly accurate, sub wavelength pointing precision and can be made
to fit large apertures [26].
Liquid crystals are not actually liquids at all, or crystals. Liquid crystals are
comprised of individual molecules that flow like liquid due to the weak forces between
the individual molecules. Most commonly, these molecules are rod like in nature and
have unique optical properties that make them useful for many applications. For example,
liquid crystals are dielectrically anisotropic in nature. This means that the permittivity ε ǁ
≠ ε. Because of the dielectric anisotropy, the liquid crystals' orientation can be rotated
with a small electric charge [27]. Most liquid crystals are said to have positive dielectric
anisotropy where εǁ >ε and ε = εǁ -ε. This will cause the liquid crystal molecule to
align parallel to the applied optical field. Liquid crystals with negative dielectric
anisotropy, i.e. εǁ < ε and ε = εǁ -ε, will align perpendicularly to an applied electric
field, although these are much less common [27]. This dielectric anisotropy is also
responsible for liquid crystals having optical birefringent properties. Because the
refractive index of a material is related to the permittivity through:
n2 = ε

(Eq. 8)

nǁ2 = εǁ2

(Eq. 9)

it also follows that

and
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n2 = ε2

(Eq. 10)

The index of refraction of a liquid crystal can also be altered with applied voltage.
This birefringent behavior is the main principle behind liquid crystal devices, including
beam steering instruments. The polarization of light propagating through a liquid crystal
cell can be altered depending on the difference in refractive indices nǁ and n,
wavelength, and the thickness of the cell.

Figure 10: A) shows the liquid crystal cell with the rod-like molecules aligned planar (parallel
homogeneous) to the surface of the cell with no voltage applied. B) shows the effect an applied voltage has
on the liquid crystals with positive dielectric anisotropy, i.e. the molecules align parallel to the applied
field.

n|| is closely related to the extraordinary refractive index which is written as ne. ne
is dependent on the incident angle of the light and will vary from nǁ_max to n. Likewise,
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no is the ordinary refractive index and is equivalent to n. The ordinary refractive index is
incident angle independent and is a constant value. For a refractive liquid crystal beam
steering device, the total induced phase delay, or retardance is



2 



  ne  no   d

(Eq. 11)

where "d" is the thickness of the liquid crystal cell. The retardance induced by the
electrically controlled rotation of the liquid crystal molecules will determine the change
in the polarization state of the incident light.
Recent developments in liquid crystal beam steering seem to be particularly
useful for the proposed energy distribution system. Liquid crystal polarization gratings
can be used in conjunction with liquid crystal tunable waveplates in order to steer
circularly polarized light into different diffraction modes. Polarization gratings differ
from traditional amplitude gratings or phase gratings by only modulating the polarization
of incident light. This is achieved through the periodic structuring of liquid crystal
molecules within the cell instead of a more commonly used uniform or parallel
homogeneous order. It has been shown that by passing circularly polarized light through
an electrically tunable liquid crystal half waveplate to control the handedness of the
polarization and then through a liquid crystal polarization grating, the beam can be
diffracted into either the m = 0, m = +1, or m = -1 modes with diffraction efficiency
approaching 100% [28]. This system can be repeated multiple times in order to increase
the diffraction angle and achieve coarse steering to roughly 40° with steering accuracies
on the order of 1°. This strategy also has shown to have total diffraction efficiencies of
≥ 90% [28]. Due to these steering accuracies, liquid crystal beam steering would seem to
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best be utilized for small corrections over shorter distances within the spacecraft instead
of final steering adjustments requiring much finer angular accuracies.
Non-mechanical beam steering devices such as this provide and interesting and
plausible solution to directing beams within the spacecraft at high rates or possibly for
steering of energy to be transmitted over long distances. For example, a simple, nonmechanical ternary switch would be useful for pulses distribution onboard a receiving
satellite or spacecraft needing propulsion. The pulse distribution can implement a liquid
crystal beam steering system to direct the pulses to the necessary locations of the ablation
array to provide the needed thrust.
This process appears promising, however the optical threshold of the liquid
crystal device must be taken into account due to the use of ultrashort pulses. In particular,
it is necessary to maintain an average power and peak power below the threshold of the
transparent electrode that delivers the voltage to the liquid crystal devices and creates the
steering effects. Advances in compounds such as graphene have been made so that
electrodes can have high optical damage thresholds while still maintaining optical
transparency. Experimental testing of the damage threshold for graphene has shown the
limiting intensities for single femtosecond pulses at ~2.7x1012 W/cm2 [29]. A comparison
using the reasonable example above of a 1 mJ pulse with a 1 picosecond temporal width
having an expanding beam radius of 1.75 cm during steering can again be made. In this
case the intensity is 1.039x108 W/cm2 which is well within the damage threshold for
graphene.
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An expression for the number of total pulses a graphene electrode can withstand
without showing signs of damage has also been determined to be:

N p  8x103  I peak 2.1

(Eq. 12)

where Np is the number of pulses and Ipeak is the peak intensity of the pulses [29]. Using
this relationship, the average lifetime of operation for graphene transparent electrodes can
be determined.

Figure 11: Active operation lifetime of graphene transparent electrode for liquid crystal beam steering
applications in space. The lifetime in years was determined assuming a pulse repetition rate of 1 pulse/10
μs. The red line assumes 1 ps pulses at 1 mJ pulse energies with a beam radius of 0.5 inches as a guideline
for determining pulse requirements and beam size so as maximize the device lifetime.

Some limitations of liquid crystal devices in laser-based space applications
include temperature effects, response time, and operational lifetime. Individual types of
liquid crystals may not have a very broad range of temperature operation as the material
will change state and become either a solid or a liquid if exposed to extreme heat or cold.
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In order to broaden the operational temperature ranges for liquid crystal devices, mixtures
of different types are used and are referred to as eutectic mixtures [27]. Some of these
eutectic mixtures can operate at temperatures < -30°C. Choosing a liquid crystal mixture
with the correct operational temperature range for use in deep space with sufficient
dielectric anisotropy for beam steering may be difficult. Response time is another issue
with liquid crystal devices. The response time of a liquid crystal cell is proportional to
ϒ*d2 where ϒ is the rotational viscosity of the liquid crystal [27]. One advantage gained
from using reflection based liquid crystal beam steering devices instead of the described
refractive device is the reduced thickness and therefore reduced response time.
An additional concern with using liquid crystal devices with ultrashort pulses are
the effects due to the strong electric field associated with the ultrashort pulse. If the pulse
energy is high enough, the electric field can be so strong that it re-orients the liquid
crystals inside the cell which could cause undesired results. One possible solution to this
issue is to steer the beam when the pulses are chirped, or expanded in beam profile. This
lowers the average intensity of the pulse and would decrease the risk of this optical reorientation of the liquid crystals.
Another concern in steering ultrashort pulses with liquid crystal devices is the
wavelength range in the ultrashort pulse itself. Since the angle of diffraction for the
polarization grating is wavelength dependent, there will be an angular spread of the pulse.
The magnitude of this angular spread can be found using nominal values for ultrashort
pulse wavelength ranges and period lengths. The polarization grating behaves according
to the grating equation [28]:
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sin  m    n
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(Eq. 13)

where θm is the diffraction angle, mn is the mode number, λ is the wavelength, Λ is the
period length of the grating, and θin is the incident angle of the light. Normal incidence
can be assumed along with average values of mn = 1, λ = 800 nm, and Λ = 10 μm.
Solving for the change in θm as a function of λ gives:

 m 


 m 
1 

  

2

(Eq. 14)

Plugging in the average values above into this equation for a  of gives a θm on
the order of ±50 nano-radians. This means that the wavelength range of the ultrashort
pulse is not large enough to cause significant spreading of the diffracted light. This is
especially true if liquid crystal beam steering strategies are used within a spacecraft and
not for transmission over long distances. Overall, liquid crystal beam steering techniques
have interesting capabilities. However, due to the operational environment and pulse
energies associated with the ultrashort pulses, they may not provide the best solution for
this specific task.
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CHAPTER IX

ULTRASHORT PULSE TRASMITTER/RECEIVER MATLAB SIMULATION

A Matlab code was generated plotting the orbits of two orthogonal, circular orbits
around a planet of a certain mass. The goal of the code was to simulate the trajectories of
these satellites and see their transmitting characteristics as far as accuracy and ability for
correction. The code includes variable: planet mass; size; two fully customizable circular
orbits; initial phase difference between orbits; and transmission distance limitations. The
orbital radii, orbital velocity, and planet size are all to plotted to scale based upon the user
input. The simulation shows the satellites moving through their orbits beaming power
when within range all in a 3-D environment. The program also shows the receiving
aperture in a separate plot with the illuminated spot size of the transmission beam
incident upon the aperture throughout the simulation, again to scale according to
Gaussian optics equations. The simulation uses current limitations on pointing accuracy
for transmission and attempts to consistently correct for pointing error [29]. If the
satellites move out of the allowable transmission range, a weak tracking beam is sent to
maintain positional lock. Finally, the relative velocity and the frequency of pulse
transmission are measured throughout the simulation which generates the Doppler Effect
experienced by the receiving satellite with respect to the transmitting satellite. This is
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important so adjustments in the pulse repetition rate seen by the receiving spacecraft or
satellite can be accounted for and properly adjusted.
The simulation assumes a perfect circular orbit and that the satellites are in
constant communication with one another as to always know where they are in relation to
each other for transmission purposes. This simulation also neglects propagation time of
the pulses through free space. For future analysis, delay time in propagation and
computational time for steering adjustments must be considered.
The code for this program can be found in Appendix B. Below are some results of
the simulation for ultrashort pulse transmission in near-Earth space and also around
Ceres.
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Figure 12: Image of the simulation running for transmission of ultrashort pulses in near-Earth space. The
top image shows the satellites (red and green) and the beam between them (blue). The Earth and orbits are
to scale; the satellites are made larger for visibility. The bottom image shows the dimensions of the
receiving aperture with the current location and size of the transmitted beam upon it also to scale according
to Gaussian optic equations.
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Figure 13: This plot shows the change in the observed frequency of the receiving satellite. The horizontal
and vertical sections of the experienced Doppler shift indicate transmission between the satellites has
stopped.
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Figure 14: Image of the simulation running for transmission of ultrashort pulses around Ceres. The top
image shows the satellites (red and green) and the beam between them (blue). Ceres and the orbits are to
scale; the satellites are made larger for visibility. The bottom image shows the dimensions of the receiving
aperture with the current location and size of the transmitted beam upon it also to scale according to
Gaussian optic equations.
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Figure 15: This plot show the change in the observed frequency of the receiving satellite. The horizontal
and vertical sections of the experienced Doppler shift indicate transmission between the satellites has
stopped.
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CHAPTER X

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

Thermal management concerns at the transmitting spacecraft will consist of the
laser system and the thermal loads on the optics. Traditional heat sink and distribution
methods can be used on both the master oscillator as well as the ultrashort pulse
amplifiers. Controlling thermal issues on the optics themselves is an issue of pulse power,
average beam power, and mirror materials for avoiding the optical damage threshold of
the reflectors. The momentum wheel optical switch also helps with thermal management
as each the multiplexing work is shared over “N” number of reflectors. This method
avoids a single, small optic handling the combined intensities of the multiplexed beam.
There is also a cooling time for each reflector as is rotates around the wheel until it
reflects the next series of pulses from its corresponding laser source.
At the receiving spacecraft, thermal management will again involve not only
minimizing heat on the optical elements but also handling the heat from ablative thrust.
The heat produced from ablative thrust is mostly carried off with the ejected material.
This is due to the intense energy of the pulse breaking the atomic bonds on the surface of
the material, which creates the ejected plume, and not being absorbed into the bulk of the
material. Another advantage of the distributed ablative propulsion technique is the
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spreading of the ablation events over a large, or multiples areas at the receiving
spacecraft.
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CHAPTER XI

SPACE MISSION APPLICATIONS

11.1

Power Distribution for Long Term Mission to Ceres
There are many applications in space for these distributed energy concepts. One

of the most relevant and interesting possibilities is using this technology to establish
energy infrastructures on distant exo-planets or asteroids for deep space exploration
missions. Missions such as these are not only being pursued by international space
organizations, but by independent private companies made up of experienced engineers
and entrepreneurs such as Planetary Resources. Planetary Resources aims to utilize the
resources in the asteroid belt and create a more sustainable human presence in deep space
[31]. Many, like those at Planetary Resources, believe that new long-term missions to the
asteroid belt are the next logical step to developing the technology needed for further
human exploration of space.
One possible mission congruent with these same goals would be to set up an
energy infrastructure on the dwarf-planet Ceres located in the asteroid belt. Unlike most
of the asteroids in the belt, Ceres is large enough to have a uniform gravitational field
causing the dwarf-planet to have a near spherical shape. Due to this uniform gravitational
field, the same energy infrastructure described previously for Earth could be established
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for Ceres. Having a renewable and consistently available source of energy would provide
a means of taking longer term ventures into the solar system for both unmanned and
manned missions.

Figure 16: Conceptual diagram showing the satellite energy distribution system around the dwarf-planet
Ceres. The planet size and orbital heights are to scale while the satellite spheres are not to show their
position. The cones of light from each satellite represent its possible transmission capabilities. The entire
surface and near-planet space of Ceres is within the possible coverage area of the satellite system.

Aside from the advantages mentioned earlier from the use of laser-based energy
transmission systems in space, certain advantages are gained by working with an energy
transmission system on Ceres as opposed to Earth. First, Ceres is smaller than Earth. In
fact Ceres' mass is roughly 0.015% that of Earth's [32]. This leads to smaller transmission
distances and smaller optics involved in the effective transmission of energy. The gravity
experienced on Ceres is also lower than Earth. The gravitational field equation for planets
gives:
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g G

M Ceres
R 2Ceres

(Eq. 15)

where G is the gravitational constant (G = 6.67384x10-11 N*m2*kg-2), MCeres is the mass
of Ceres (MCeres = 9.43x1020 kg), and RCeres is the radius of Ceres (RCeres = 475000 m).
The gravitational field on Ceres is calculated to be approximately 0.278933 m*s -2, which
is 2.8% the gravity of Earth. There is evidence to suggest that due to the low gravity on
Ceres, the dwarf-planet has little to no atmosphere near the surface of the planet [33].
This is another advantage gained by using the described energy transmission techniques
in the asteroid belt as opposed to Earth. On Ceres, energy can be transmitted directly to
the surface of the planet without the added complications of dispersion due to an
atmosphere. Ultrashort pulses could also potentially be transmitted directly to the surface
for lift to orbit strategies for exploring spacecraft on the planet.
Simple calculations can be done in order to estimate the effectiveness of the
energy distribution techniques described in regards to providing the needed power to
achieve lift to orbit on Ceres or reaching escape velocity. The launch energy equation
gives the total energy change from an object at rest on the surface of a planet to the object
at some orbital height. This equation can be written:
 1
Elaunch  G  M Ceres  mobject  
 RCeres

 
1 


  2  Rorbit  

(Eq. 16)

where Elaunch is the energy to reach a certain orbit, mobject is the mass of object being lifted
to orbit, and Rorbit is the desired orbital height from the center of mass of the planet. This
calculation gives a total launch energy of approximately 110 MJ for a mass of one metric
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ton being lifted to an orbital radius of the transmitting satellites for three satellites per
orbit (i.e. 2.828RCeres). Similarly, the energy needed to reach escape velocity of an object
on a planet can be found using:

M Ceres
RCeres

(Eq. 17)

1
kE   mobject  v 2
2

(Eq. 18)

vesc  2  G 

and

These equations for a metric ton on Ceres give values of vescape = 515 m/s and the
corresponding kinetic energy of kE = 132.5 MJ.
What is also important to note for any future mission design are the mass fractions
of potential payload compared to the propellant needed to reach orbit. This calculation
can also be estimated assuming unit momentum transfer of the propellant to the
spacecraft and constant acceleration. Let the propellant to total mass fraction be:

X

m prop
mtot

(Eq. 19)

By using the well known rocket equation, the total change in velocity of an object
at rest on Ceres can be found as a function of the propellant to total mass fraction. This
expression can be written as:

v  ve  ln 1  X 
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(Eq. 20)

Here ve is the velocity of the ejected propellant. Plugging this expression into (Eq. 18)
gives an estimate for the energy required to lift a payload from Ceres with a certain
propellant to total mass fraction.

Figure 17: Plot showing the relationship between propellant to total mass fraction of a spacecraft on Ceres
and various energy levels including: (1) Energy to escape velocity from the surface of Ceres; (2) Energy to
orbital velocity (orbital radius equal to that of the transmission satellite configuration for three satellites per
orbit); (3) Energy provided for different transmitted average powers during one orbit of ascending
spacecraft. The energy shown is for the ideal case in which gravity drag on Ceres is neglected.

Figure 17 compares the energy given ablative propulsion as a function of the
propellant to total mass fraction to average values for different scenarios. The higher the
propellant to total mass ratio, the more energy is available to achieve the useful missions.
However, the increased propellant mass fraction means less payload can be lifted from
Ceres. A balance must be found that maximizes payload lifting capabilities for energy
that can be delivered in a reasonable amount of time. This calculation assumes an energy
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infrastructure in place like the one described earlier in Chapter 2. This allows the
ascending spacecraft to always receive energy no matter its location around Ceres. From
the plot it can be seen that the energy to reach orbit can be accomplished with a
propellant to mass fraction of about 0.4. An ascending spacecraft would have to orbit the
planet a little more than once to reach escape velocity. This is assuming the spacecraft
gains no altitude and has a constant acceleration. Another important aspect in regard to
propulsion efficiency is the speed at which the ejected material leaves the spacecraft. This
is dependent on the pulse energy and the material being ablated. An average value for
ejected material velocity was taken as 1000 m/s for this calculation [34]. Future research
into the physics of adjusting this ejection velocity would be useful for maximizing
ablative propulsion efficiency. It should be noted that for the above calculations gravity
drag was ignored in order to gauge the maximum effect available from the ultrashort
pulse transmission system in ideal circumstances. In future work, gravity drag will be
addressed for a more complete analysis of the energy transmission system capabilities.
No matter the nature or magnitude of the energy transmission, power must be
collected to generate the ultrashort pulses on the transmitting spacecraft. This power can
be gathered from the sun. The size of the collectors will depend on the intensity of
sunlight at the location of the satellites, efficiency of the photovoltaics, and the energy
storage or generation capabilities on the spacecraft. This is another current area of study
that should be further researched to more fully assess ultrashort pulse transmission
system capabilities.
These findings are in contrast to the ability of an energy transmission system of
~10 kW to provide useful levels of energy for thrust to the surface of Earth. The energy
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required to reach an equivalent orbit from Earth as the one calculated for Ceres is much
higher, i.e. on the order of tens of gigajoules. This is also assuming the ideal scenario of
no gravity drag on Earth for comparison. Additionally, the ultrashort pulses would
collapse and self-focus once they started propagating through the atmosphere and would
not be useful for ablation.
Additional benefits of using energy transmission strategies in the asteroid belt are
gained due to the current lack of human presence. This allows the energy to be delivered
without worry of damaging non-related assets or people groups within the vicinity.
Operational safety must still remain the highest priority however, as missions into deep
space require not only efficiency, but also longevity.

11.2

Asteroid Characterization by Remote Laser Induced Breakdown Resonance

Spectroscopy
Another possible application of laser-based energy transmission in space that
would both help current deep space mission goals and develop the necessary tools and
resources necessary for continued exploration would be spectral analysis of asteroids.
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) can be used to analyze the chemical
makeup of the surface material on asteroids or dwarf-planets in the asteroid belt. LIBS
uses ultrashort laser pulses to cause ablation on the surface of a material and a
spectrometer to analyze the atomic emissions of the generated plasma [35].
This technique is commonly used terrestrially to characterize materials and
requires certain intensity levels in order to produce the atomic spectrum needed for
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analysis. These power levels need to be above 10 MW/mm2 which can be achieved with
picosecond pulses and millijoule pulse energies. The pressure of the environment in
which LIBS takes place plays a large role in the spectral signal intensity. When LIBS
experimentation takes place in low pressure environments, the emitted spectral intensity
decreases which makes precise material characterization more difficult [35]. However,
the spectral line intensities can be increased if more pulses or higher energy pulses are
used to cause ablation. Additionally, spectral analysis in low pressure environments
produce smaller line widths which increase wavelength analysis resolution. Spectral blue
shifts that occur in lower pressure environments must also be taken into account [35].
LIBS experiments normally take place with the laser source in close proximity to
the material being characterized. In the proposed mission, LIBS analysis on Ceres or
other asteroids could take place remotely from an orbiting or passing spacecraft. This
would require certain adjustments to the measurement apparatus such as transmission
optics for the ultrashort pulses as well as a telescoping system to view the ablated area of
the asteroid. The telescope would then image into the spectrometer for analysis to take
place. A strategy such as this would provide a means of characterizing and mapping the
locations of the material resources available in the asteroid belt. This would also allow
analysis to take place from a distance so that the spacecraft would not have to land on the
asteroid in order to gather the needed information.
The size of the transmission optics will again depend on the needed transmission
distance of the ultrashort pulses. The same size requirements described by (Eq.2), (Eq. 3),
and (Eq.4) will apply for determining the diameter of the transmission optic. However,
some changes to the optical system would be required for the remote LIBS strategy. In
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the transmission strategy, the goal is to expand and collimate the pulses into a single
optical axis for transmission to the receiving spacecraft or site. For this application, the
goal is to focus the pulses to a sufficiently small point on the asteroid in order for the
intensity of the pulse to be high enough to cause ablation that can be effectively measured
by the spectrometer. In order to best focus the pulses to a small point, the transmission
reflector will need to be elliptical in nature, as opposed to parabolic. The parabolic
reflector can take collimated light and focus it to a point with minimal aberrations,
especially compared to a spherical reflector. An elliptical reflector has two foci, meaning
a point source located at one foci will focus the reflected light at the other foci.

Figure 18: Reflecting behavior of an ellipse. All light originating at one foci will be reflected to the second
foci of the parent ellipse.

An elliptical transmission reflector can be designed such that the source pulses
located at the first foci are reflected to the second foci, which will be at the surface of the
asteroid being characterized. In order to achieve the desired intensity at the asteroid under
analysis, multiplexing strategies such as the momentum wheel optical switch may also
need to be considered if an individual laser source is not sufficient.
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CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSIONS

Ultrashort pulse energy distribution has many advantages of operating in the near
vacuum of space. This type of technology also can serve to help advance the next step for
farther reaching missions into the solar system. If any long term missions are to be made
to the asteroid belt or further into space, a sustainable energy infrastructure would be a
great benefit during the duration of those missions. The beginning characterization of
optical systems and other system requirements have been analyzed in regards to both
equipment and strategies for safe and effective energy distribution. Ultrashort pulse
multiplexing theory has also been tested and verified by Code V optical simulations.
While the timing of pulses has to be precise for multiplexing, the capabilities of current
mode-locked laser systems provide the tools necessary to reach these requirements.
Sliding Mode control algorithms seem especially relevant and useful. The robustness in
which this type of controller has in regard to unknown disturbances makes Sliding Mode
control a favorable choice for new missions into the solar system. Additionally, the
ultrashort pulse multiplexing strategy seems effective in lower gravity environments
where the lower average powers of the spacecraft are useful. Remote spectroscopy of
asteroids for resources mapping is another potential mission that could be done
autonomously by a spacecraft or satellite with ultrashort pulse transmission capabilities.
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Advancements and testing still need to be done in many areas before an energy
distribution system like the one described could be put into use. Some additional areas of
research needed to more fully characterize the potential of this energy distribution system
include ultrashort pulse multiplexing testing and strategies, solar pumped laser efficiency,
electrical power management systems, materials research in photovoltaics, etc. These
focus areas along with the topics covered in this work show the multi-disciplinary nature
of this task. Big challenges are excellent motivation for cooperation however. In this
case, international cooperation is encouraged so the resources and technology needed to
achieve new missions to explore planets or exo-planet could be attained.
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APPENDIX A: SLIDING MODE CONTROL THEORY AND EXAMPLES

Figure A1: Example of some disturbance function d(t) bounded by |L|.

In determining a control algorithm, it is necessary to describe the physical
behavior of a given system through what is known as a state variable model. The control
variable "u"' acts as a force on the system so it is necessary to describe the system in
terms of the sum of forces. For example, given a generic description of a sum of forces:
m* ẍ = u + d(t)

(Eq. A1)

This equation can be rewritten solving for ẍ as:
ẍ = (1/m)*(u + d(t))

(Eq. A2)

Now having an expression for ẍ, we can determine the state variable model as:
x = x1

(Eq. A3)
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ẋ1 = x 2

(Eq. A4)

ẋ2 = ẍ

(Eq. A5)

ẋ2 = (1/m)*[u + d(t)]

(Eq. A6)

Here x1 is position, ẋ1 is velocity, ẋ2 is acceleration, m is mass, and d(t) is some
disturbance bounded by |L|. The key to the Sliding Mode controller is the definition of a
sliding variable which will be driven to zero. Let the sliding variable be defined as:
σ = x2 + c*x1

(Eq. A7)

When σ = 0, the control system is in what is known as the sliding phase. The
solution to the linear differential equation (Eq. A7) becomes:
x1 = x1(0) *e-c*t

(Eq. A8)

This solution is stable with an exponential decay to zero for the state variable x 1.
What is also important to note is the constant "c" can be chosen by the design to
determine the rate of decay, or the response time. The other determining factor in the
response speed of the Sliding Mode controller is the reaching phase, which comes before
the sliding phase. The reaching phase occurs when the sliding variable "σ" is in the
process of reaching the sliding surface. This time can be determined by knowing the state
variable's initial conditions and designing another constant "ρ".
tR = σ(0)/ρ

(Eq. A9)

The constant "ρ" is chosen by the designer to determine the response time of the
reaching phase. The larger the constant "ρ", the faster the reaching phase will take place.
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However, this comes at a cost as is seen in (Eq. A12), as the magnitude of the control
function "u" is proportional to "ρ".
The sliding variable must always be driven first to the sliding surface and then to
zero. This behavior can be written in terms of the equation:
σ*σ’ ≤ -ρ|σ|

(Eq. A10)

σ’= ẋ2 + c* ẋ1

(Eq. A11)

where

(Eq. A10) is known as the Sliding Mode existence equation and ensures that no
matter the initial conditions of the state variables x1(0) and x2(0), σ will first be driven to
the sliding surface (reaching phase) and then driven to zero once on the sliding surface
(sliding phase).
Substituting the expressions of the state variable model into this equation and
solving for the control "u" gives:
u = - (ρ+L)sign(σ)

(Eq. A12)

This controller design algorithm can easily be converted to an input tracking
system by defining an expression for the system error and using this in the state variable
model. For example, let:
e = yC – y1

(Eq. A13)

ė = yC’ - y’1

(Eq. A14)
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and
σ = ė + c*e

(Eq. A15)

σ’ = ë + c* ė

(Eq. A16)

The same expression for the Sliding Mode Controller control variable "u" can be
derived as above. This system will drive the tracking error to zero in finite time instead of
driving the state variables x1 and x2 to zero as in the generic case. The results and
behavior of this control algorithm and its variables can be seen below. The simulation
was run using mass m = 2 and a disturbance of d(t) = 1 + 0.5*sin(t).

Figure A2: Results of the basic Sliding Mode controller input tracking measurements. The actual position
"y1" closely follows the input command "yC" after reaching the sliding surface. A sinusoidal input was
chosen to show input following capabilities to a changing function.
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Figure A3: The sliding variable σ is driven to zero in the presence of disturbance.

Figure A4: The state variable’s ė and e approach zero asymptotically once the reaching phase is over.
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Figure A5: The top figure shows the control variable "u" time history. Due to the sign(σ) in the expression
for "u" high frequency switching, or chattering, takes place. The period of the switching depends on the
sampling rate of the system (in this case, milliseconds). The bottom figure also shows the control variable
"u" time history but is zoomed to show the high frequency switching nature of the Sliding Mode controller.

Figure A6: Simple Sliding Mode Control Diagram.
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A more accurate Sliding Mode Control algorithm can be used in order to produce
the same finite time convergence for not only σ, but also x1 and x2. This will provide
better accuracy in the position and velocity variables, giving a more exact control over a
system.
As an example concerning the proposed system, let the simplified state variable
model of a rotating momentum wheel be described as:
θ = θ1

(Eq. A17)

θ’1 = θ2

(Eq. A18)

θ’2 = θ’’

(Eq. A19)

θ’2 = (1/m)*[u + d(t)]

(Eq. A20)

where
e = θC – θ1

(Eq. A21)

ė = θ' C - θ’1

(Eq. A22)

Here θ is angular position, θ’ is the angular velocity, and θ’’ is the angular
acceleration of a momentum wheel. Also, θ

C

is the commanded, or desired, angular

position and "e" is the error between the commanded angular position and the actual
angular position. Note that this example is simplified to show the behavior of the
controller and only contains the most basic components of a control algorithm, i.e. the
sum of the forces is equal to only the disturbance and the controller. A more complete
state variable model can be determined depending on the required mechanical
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components and their physical properties needed for controlled ultrashort pulse
multiplexing.
In order to gain a higher accuracy in angular position and velocity of the
momentum wheel, θ1 and θ2 must be driven to zero in finite time, not asymptotically as in
the previous example. In order to do this, a new expression for the sliding variable can be
written as:
σ = ė + α|e|1/2sign(e)

(Eq. A23)

Here the second term in the expression has been changed from “c*e” to the nonlinear term “α|e|1/2*sign(e)”. This non-linear term provides a means of driving the state
variables to zero in finite time. The new equation governing the reaching time of this
system can be found by integrating the expression for ė when σ is set to zero.
ė = - α|e|1/2sign(e)

(Eq. A24)

Integration and solving for time tR using the initial conditions of e(0) and ė(0)
yields a finite time convergence of

tR 

2  e  0



(Eq. A25)

Again, the constant "α" is chosen by the control designer to determine the
reaching phase response time.
Solving for the control variable "u" by the same method as the basic example,
now with the new sliding variable expression yields what is known as the Prescribed
Convergence Law:
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u = -M*sign[ė + α|e|1/2sign(e)]

(Eq. A26)

where "M" is the bounds of the disturbance.
In order to estimate the values of "ė" throughout the entirety of the control
process, a Sliding Mode differentiator can be used. A Sliding Mode Differentiator utilizes
a dummy variable chosen by the designer in order to produce an approximate derivative
of a system variable using the Sliding Mode equations. It is also necessary to estimate the
bounds of "ė" by some function |g(t)| ≤ R. First, let the new control variable "w" be:
w = z'

(Eq. A27)

where " z' " is the derivative of a dummy sliding variable that will be used to produce "ė".
The error observer error, "Eob", and its derivative can then be described as:
Eob = z - e

(Eq. A28)

E'ob = z' - ė

(Eq. A29)

which can be rewritten in the form
E'ob = w - g(t)

(Eq. A30)

The expression for "E'ob" is now in the same form as (Eq. A6) and the same
procedure for determining the controller can be used to find an expression for "w".
Instead of using the general controller equation, i.e. (Eq. A12), a continuous controller,
called the Super-Twisting controller, can be used. The Super-Twisting control law gives:
w = Φ|E|1/2sign(E) + Ω ∫sign(E)dt
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(Eq. A31)

where
Φ = 1.5*(R)1/2

(Eq. A32)

Ω = 1.1*R

(Eq. A33)

"Φ" and "Ω" are approximations of coefficients that give an accurate result when
estimating the derivative "ė" [20]. The Super-Twisting controller is a second order
controller as it drives both "Eob" and "E'ob" to zero in finite time. This is what is needed in
order to approximate "ė" for when "E'ob" = 0 as in (Eq. A30). In this case, it can be seen
that the controller "w" is equal to the function g(t). Recalling that g(t) is the function
chosen to represent the desired variable "ė", the approximate value of "ė" is now known.
The approximated value for "ė" can then be passed through a low-pass filter in order to
smooth out the signal at the cost of adding some amount of distortion.
The results of a simplistic momentum wheel model are shown using a Prescribed
Convergence Law controller and a Super-Twisting Sliding Mode Differentiator. The
simulation was run using mass m = 1 and a disturbance of d(t) = 1 + 0.5*sin(t).
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Figure A7: The input command for the angular position θc and the actual angular position θ versus time.
The sinusoidal input function was chosen for its changing nature and for comparison to the original Sliding
Mode controller design.

Figure A8: The sliding variable σ for the Prescribed Convergence Law algorithm. σ reaches zero in finite
time.
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Figure A9: Time history of the state variables e and ė. Both errors e and ė are driven to zero in finite time.
This gives precise control over desired state variables of a mechanical system which is needed in the
proposed ultrashort pulse multiplexing technique.

Figure A10: The top figure shows the control variable time history using the Prescribed Convergence Law.
Due to the sign(σ) in the expression for "u" high frequency switching, or chattering, takes place. The period
of the switching depends on the sampling rate of the system (in this case, milliseconds). The bottom figure
also shows the control variable time history using the Prescribed Convergence Law but is zoomed to show
the high frequency switching nature of the Sliding Mode controller.
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Figure A11: Sliding Mode Control Diagram using the second order Prescribed Convergence Law controller
and the Super-Twisting Differentiator. These provide the means of driving angular position error and its
derivative error to zero in finite time in the presence of an unknown disturbance.

These simplified examples are given to show the capabilities of Sliding Mode
Control algorithms utilizing design techniques such as the Prescribed Control Law in
providing a means of stabilizing the mechanical components of the proposed ultrashort
pulse multiplexing strategy. This is very important as it is necessary to maintain the
precision needed for the momentum wheel optical switch and other beam steering optics.
This accuracy in mechanical control along with the precision in timing provided by a
mode-locked ultrashort pulse laser system can help maintain system stability even in the
presence of unknown disturbances. This is especially relevant to automated systems
operating in deep space as they are not accessible for maintenance and must be able to
adapt in new environments.
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APPENDIX B: MATLAB ORBITAL TRANSMISSION SIMULATION CODE
%Grant Bergstue
%11-9-12
%Test code for Beam Lock Time between Satellites - Honing in while moving
%EDITED: 2-16-13 - Updated Doppler Effect
clear all;
clc;
GM = 3.9860044189e14;
max_range = 2e6;

%maximum transmission distance

%Plot Earth
%figure(1);
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[.3 0 .5 1])
x = -5:.005:5;
y = -5:.005:5;
Re = 6.378e6;
h1 = 1000000;
h2 = 1000000;
r1 = Re + h1;
r2 = Re + h2;
[x,y,z] = sphere;
%plotting the planet
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);surf(Re.*x,Re.*y,Re.*z,'FaceColor','blue','EdgeColor','black');axis([1e7 1e7 -1e7 1e7 -1e7 1e7 ]);hold on; % Earth
camlight left; lighting none;
view([0 0]);
%Orbital Characteristics
vel1 = sqrt(GM/(r1));
vel2 = sqrt(GM/(r2));
cir1 = 2*pi*(r1);
cir2 = 2*pi*(r2);
torb1 = (2*pi)*sqrt((r1).^3/(GM));
torb2 = (2*pi)*sqrt((r2).^3/(GM));
ff = 10;

%rate at which time moves compared to reality

%Time
t_start=0;
t_end=torb2;
t_delta=1*(ff);
t=[t_start:t_delta:t_end];
%Angular values
phi1 = (2*pi)*t./(t_end) + (pi/20);
phi2 = (2*pi)*t./(t_end);
theta1 = 0;
theta2 = pi/8;
%Position function Sat 1
Fi1 = r1.*sin(phi1).*cos(theta1);
Fj1 = r1.*sin(phi1).*sin(theta1);
Fk1 = r1.*cos(phi1);
%Position function Sat 2
Fi2 = r2.*sin(phi2).*cos(theta2);
Fj2 = r2.*sin(phi2).*sin(theta2);
Fk2 = r2.*cos(phi2);
%Distance
dis = sqrt((Fi2-Fi1).^2 + (Fj2-Fj1).^2 + (Fk2-Fk1).^2);
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);plot3(Fi1,Fj1,Fk1,'r','LineWidth',2);hold on;
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);plot3(Fi2,Fj2,Fk2,'g','LineWidth',2);hold on;
%Maximum Pointing Error - X - Theta
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p_error1x = 50e-6;
p_error2x = -p_error1x;

%positive 50 micro-radians
%negative 50 micro-radians

%Maximum Pointing Error - Y - Phi
p_error1y = p_error1x;
p_error2y = -p_error1y;

%positive 50 micro-radians
%negative 50 micro-radians

%Generate Random Initial Pointing Error
XPerror = p_error1x + (p_error2x-p_error1x).*rand;
YPerror = p_error1y + (p_error2y-p_error1y).*rand;
wl = 1e-6;

%wavelength

acc = 0.0015;
%accuracy in which mirror will point to command
min_step = 1e-6;
%minimum step for pointing mirror
wo_max = sqrt(max_range.*wl./pi);
%maximum beam waist
RapRad = (4.6./2).*sqrt(2).*wo_max;
%receiving aperture radius
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
fs = 1/(10e-6);
%pulse frequency
c = 3e8;
%speed of light
vrel = zeros(1,(length(t)-1));
vrel2 = zeros(1,(length(t)-1));
fob = zeros(1,(length(t)-1));
d_freq = zeros(1,(length(t)-1));
d_freq2 = zeros(1,(length(t)-1));

%initializing array variables

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Plot the Receiving aperture
ang=0:0.01:2*pi;
xpA = RapRad.*cos(ang);
ypA = RapRad.*sin(ang);
subplot(8,2,[9 16]);fill(xpA,ypA,[0.5 0.5 0.5]);axis([-10 10 -10 10]);hold on;
for cc=1:length(t)
subplot(8,2,[1
8]);particle1=line(Fi1(cc),Fj1(cc),Fk1(cc),'LineWidth',1,'Marker','o','MarkerEdgeColor','
k','MarkerFaceColor','r'); %moving particle
subplot(8,2,[1
8]);particle2=line(Fi2(cc),Fj2(cc),Fk2(cc),'LineWidth',1,'Marker','o','MarkerEdgeColor','
k','MarkerFaceColor','g'); %moving particle
if cc < (length(t) - 1)
if dis(cc) <= max_range;
%calculating experineced Doppler Effect
vrel2 = (dis(cc+1) - dis(cc))./(t_delta);
if dis(cc+1) > dis(cc)
vrel2(cc) = (abs(vrel2)).*(-1);
elseif dis(cc+1) < dis(cc)
vrel2(cc) = abs(vrel2);
end;
fob2(cc) = ((c + vrel2(cc))./(c)).*fs;
d_freq2(cc) = fs-fob2(cc);
else
vrel2(cc) = 0;
end;
vrel = (dis(cc+1) - dis(cc))./(t_delta); %calculating potential Doppler Effect
if dis(cc+1) > dis(cc)
vrel(cc) = (abs(vrel)).*(-1);
elseif dis(cc+1) < dis(cc)
vrel(cc) = abs(vrel);
end;
fob(cc) = ((c + vrel(cc))./(c)).*fs;
d_freq(cc) = fs-fob(cc);
end;
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%Calculations for beam on the aperture
zr = dis(cc)./2;
wo = sqrt(zr.*wl./pi);
a = sqrt(2)*wo;
a_track = 5*a;
b = RapRad;
c = b - a;
%Calculating Error
dx = tan(XPerror).*dis(cc);
dy = tan(YPerror).*dis(cc);
dd = sqrt(dx.^2 + dy.^2);
if dis(cc) <=

max_range;

%Plot the beam between the satellites
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);beam = line([Fi2(cc) Fi1(cc)],[Fj2(cc) Fj1(cc)],[Fk2(cc)
Fk1(cc)],'LineWidth',2,'Color','blue');
%Plot Beam on Receiving Aperture
xpB=a*cos(ang);
ypB=a*sin(ang);
subplot(8,2,[9 16]);beam2 = fill(dx+xpB,dy+ypB,'r');axis([-6 6 -6 6]);
%Corrections
xp_cor = -atan(dx./dis(cc));
yp_cor = -atan(dy./dis(cc));
max_xp = xp_cor.*acc;
max_yp = yp_cor.*acc;
if max_xp <= min_step
act_xp = xp_cor + min_step + (-min_step - min_step)*rand; %uses min step
with random precision
else
act_xp = xp_cor + max_xp + (-max_xp - max_xp)*rand;%uses max with random
precision
end
if max_yp <= min_step
act_yp = yp_cor + min_step + (-min_step - min_step)*rand;
else
act_yp = yp_cor + max_yp + (-max_yp - max_yp)*rand;
end
XPerror = XPerror + act_xp;
YPerror = YPerror + act_yp;
else
%Plot Beam on Receiving Aperture
ang=0:0.01:2*pi;
xpB=a_track*cos(ang);
ypB=a_track*sin(ang);
subplot(8,2,[9 16]);beam2 = fill(dx+xpB,dy+ypB,'r');axis([-6 6 -6 6]);
alpha(0.3);
%Corrections
xp_cor = -atan(dx./dis(cc));
yp_cor = -atan(dy./dis(cc));
max_xp = xp_cor.*acc;
max_yp = yp_cor.*acc;
if max_xp <= min_step
act_xp = xp_cor + min_step + (-min_step - min_step)*rand; %uses min step
with random precision
else
act_xp = xp_cor + max_xp + (-max_xp - max_xp)*rand;%uses max with random
precision
end
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if max_yp <= min_step
act_yp = yp_cor + min_step + (-min_step - min_step)*rand;
else
act_yp = yp_cor + max_yp + (-max_yp - max_yp)*rand;
end
XPerror = XPerror + act_xp;
YPerror = YPerror + act_yp;

%

subplot(8,2,[1 8]);beam = line(0,0,0);
end
M(cc)=getframe(gcf);
%Creates movie from frames if desired
if cc<length(t)
pause(0.01);
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);delete(particle1);
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);delete(particle2);
subplot(8,2,[1 8]);delete(beam);
subplot(8,2,[9 16]);delete(beam2);
end

end
figure(2);
%plotting Doppler Effect results
plot(t(1:(length(t)-1)),d_freq,'blue','LineWidth',1);hold on;
plot(t(1:(length(t)-1)),d_freq2,'red','LineWidth',2);%axis([1 7225.5 0 2]);
xlabel('time (s)');ylabel('Change in Observed Frequency (Hz)');
title('Doppler Effect for Ultrashort Pulse Energy Transmission');
legend('Potential Doppler Shift','Experienced Doppler Shift');
%movie2avi(M,'Lock_Simulation.avi');
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